PAID ADVERTISEMENT

A New Kind of Sex
Pill Beats Generic
Viagra to the Market
A patented pill costing less than $1 a dose
stands to help millions of men with failing
sex lives; no prescription will be required
By Ray Wilson
Associated Health Press
AHP− A new sex pill is
set to take the spotlight
with the Viagra patent
about to expire. But unlike
the former, it won’t require
a prescription and is priced
just under a $1 a dose.
The new pill called Vesele is part of a new class
of performance enhancers
for men, which work instantaneously on the body
and mind triggering arousal and firmer, harder erections.
Formulated with a special compound known as
an “accelerator”, Vesele
can transport its active ingredients faster and more
efficiently into the blood
stream, where it begins to
work its magic.
The patented ingredient
blend initiates a process
known as vasodilation,
which causes arteries and
vessels throughout the
body to expand. This allows blood to flow directly to penis and genitals,
resulting in harder erections which last longer.
Cialis and Viagra are based
around a simlilar concept.
But what makes Vesele
so remarkable, and what
these other sex pills can’t
do, is that also directs a
small portion of this blood
flow to the brain, which
creates feelings of intense
arousal. In laymen’s terms,
users become incredibly
excited and turned on.
This is why the makers
of Vesele say their pill has
worked so effectively in
clinical trials. It stimulates
the two most important organs for great sex, the penis and the brain.

The Brain Erection
Connection

Expiring Patent Opens the Door to a New Sex Pill: Vesele
is a new pill that cost just $1 a dose does not require a
prescription. It works on both body and mind to increase
arousal and erection hardness.
surging desire for sex. Often, this is all men need to
get going. And when taken regularly, many men
say they are energized and
aroused all day.”

Great Sex
At Any Age
With the conclusion of
their latest human clinical
use survey trial, Dr. Esber
and his team are now offering Vesele in the US.
And regardless of the market, its sales are exploding.
Men across the country
are eager to get their hands
on the new pill and according to the research, they
should be.
In the trial above, as
compared to baseline, men
taking Vesele saw a staggering 85% improvement
in erection hardness over
a four-month period. Their
erections also lasted twice
as long.
These same men also
experienced an astounding 82% increase in the
desire for sex (libido/sex
drive) and an even greater improvement in overall
satisfaction and ability to
satisfy their partners.

Until now, medical researchers did not fully
understand the brain-erection connection. It has
now been made clear with
Vesele. When both are
supplied with a constant
blood flow, men are harder and firmer for longer...
and have unbelievable sex
drives.

Many men taking Vesele
described feeling horny
and aroused through the
day. The anticipation before sex was amazing.
They were also easily
turned on. Their moods
were more upbeat and positive, too.

“Most of the research
and treatment methods for
men’s sexual failures have
focused on physiological
factors and have neglected
the emotional ones. For the
leading sex drugs to work,
like Cialis and Viagra, you
need visual stimulation”
explains Dr. Henry Esber,
the creator of Vesele.

Vesele is made up of
three specialized ingredients: two clinical strength
vasodilators and a patented absorption enhancer
often called an accelerator.
According to an enormous
amount of clinical data,
each is very safe.

“And although they
work for some men, the
majority experience absolutely no fulfillment during
sex.
According to research
published by the National
Institute of Health, 50%
of men taking these drugs
stop responding or can’t
tolerate their side effects...
and on top of that they
spend $50 per pill and it
doesn’t even work half the
time.
This is what makes Vesele so different and effective. It floods the blood
stream with key ingredients which cause arteries
all over the body to expand. The patented accelerator speeds up this process even more.
The result is a rush of
blood flow to the penis and
brain, helping to create an
impressive erection and a

Faster Absorption
into the Blood Stream

Research shows that
with age, many men lose
their desire and interest in
sex. They also struggle to
produce an erection firm
enough for penetration.
And although there are
many theories as to why
this happens (including a
loss in testosterone) one
thing is certain, inadequate blood flow is virtually always to blame. That’s
why sex drug manufacturers focus on blood flow, it
makes your erection hard.
But what’s more surprising, and what these
manufacturers have failed
to consider, is that lack
of blood flow can also kill
your sex drive. That’s because blood supplies energy for the brain. This energy is required for creating
brainwaves that cause excitability and arousal.
Studies show the Vesele stimulates the entire
cardiovascular
system,

including the arteries that
lead to both the brain and
penis. The extreme concentration of the ingredients combined with the accelerator ensures that this
process starts quickly.
The sexual benefits of
Vesele are also multiplied
as its ingredients build up
in the system over time.
This is why many men
take it every single day.

Recent Studies Show
Positive Effects on
Women
In the same study referenced throughout, Vesele
was also shown to have an
amazing (and somewhat
surprising) effect on women too. That’s because the
same arteries and vessels
that carry blood and oxygen to the brain and genitals are the same in men
and women.
“In our most recent
study, women taking Vesele saw a stunning 52%
improvement in arousal
and sex drive. Perhaps
more impressive, they also
experienced a 57% improvement in lubrication.
You can imagine why
some couples are taking
Vesele together. Everything
feels better. Everything
works better. Everyone
performs better. It’s truly
amazing.”

A New Frontier of
Non-Prescription
Sex Pills
With daily use, Vesele is
helping men (and women) restore failing sex lives
and overcome sexual lets
downs without side effect
or expense.
Through a patented absorption enhancer, the Vesele formula hits the bloodstream quickly, resulting
in phenomenal improvements in erection firmness
and hardness. By boosting
blood flow to the brain,
users also experience sexual urges and arousal they
often haven’t felt in years.

Where to Find Vesele
This is the official
release of Vesele in
Montana. As such, the
company is offering a
special discounted supply
to anyone who calls within
the next 48 hours.
A special hotline number and discounted pricing
has been created for all
Montana residents. Discounts will be available
starting today at 6:00AM
and will automatically be
applied to all callers.
Your Toll-Free Hotline
number is 1-800-608-5724
and will only be open for
the next 48 hours. Only a
limited discounted supply
of Vesele is currently available in your region.

THESE STATEMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE U.S. FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION. THIS PRODUCT IS NOT
INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE OR PREVENT ANY DISEASE. RESULTS NOT TYPICAL.

